
Natsamrat  Theatre  Festival
spreads its wings to Mumbai
By Shraboni Saha

After establishing itself in Delhi, Natsamrat is now steadily
making a mark in Mumbai as well. It successfully organised the
3rd Mumbai Theater Festival for Maharashtra audience
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Natsamrat brought the Kumbh of plays for Mumbaikars i.e. 3rd
Mumbai Theater Festival where five different plays were staged
on May 26, 27 and 28 at Creative Adda Auditorium, Versova,
Andheri West, Mumbai.



On May 26, at 6:30 pm, the play Napunsak, written by Manjul
Bhardwaj, was staged and at 8:00 pm, the play Teen Bandar,
written by Prabuddha Joshi, directed by Nagendra Kumar Sharma,
both plays were staged.

The play Aadhi Raat ke Baad which was written by Dr. Shankar
Shesh  was  staged  on  27th  May  at  6:30  pm  and  the  play
Chukayenge Nahi, written by Dario-Fo and adapted by Amitabh
Srivastava  was  staged  at  8:00  pm  and  both  the  plays  are
directed by Chandrashekhar Sharma.

On May 28, at 7:30 pm, the play Kambakkht Ishq written by
Satya Prakash was staged and the play is directed by Shyam
Kumar, director of Natsamrat.

Artists  from  Delhi,  Ambala,  Mumbai  presented  the  five
different plays at the theater in Mumbai. In these plays,
there was humor, adventure as well as social messages for the
audience. Seeing the audience of Mumbai, it seemed as if they
had  a  lot  of  love  for  theatre,  that’s  why  the  entire
auditorium was packed on all three days. Natsamrat director
Shyam Kumar says that if anyone wants to give something to the
society,  it  can  be  done  through  drama  and  the  audience
definitely  pays  attention  to  it  because  it  does  not  give
stress  to  the  mind,  instead  it  gives  a  beautiful  message
through entertainment.

Editor Manohar Khushalani got
Natsamrat  Best  Critic  Award
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this day in 2019
The Glittering night of Natsamrat Theatre Awards. This was the
most memorable moment of that year for StageBuzz Ed, Manohar
Khushalani  To  be  Awarded  The  2019  Natsamrat  Best  Theatre
Critic  Award.  It  was  indeed  a  fulfilling  moment  and  an
acknowledgement of his decades of consistent and persistent
work as a critic for Pioneer (Column: Foot Lights), Mid Day
(Culture Cocktail) and of course StageBuzz (Editor).
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